Abstract-Mobile C-arm is an essential tool in everyday trauma and orthopedics surgery. Minimally invasive solutions, based on X-ray imaging and coregistered external navigation created a lot of interest within the surgical community and started to replace the traditional open surgery for many procedures. These solutions usually increase the accuracy and reduce the trauma. In general, they introduce new hardware into the OR and add the line of sight constraints imposed by optical tracking systems. They thus impose radical changes to the surgical setup and overall procedure. We augment a commonly used mobile C-arm with a standard video camera and a double mirror system allowing real-time fusion of optical and X-ray images. The video camera is mounted such that its optical center virtually coincides with the C-arm's X-ray source. After a one-time calibration routine, the acquired X-ray and optical images are coregistered. This paper describes the design of such a system, quantifies its technical accuracy, and provides a qualitative proof of its efficiency through cadaver studies conducted by trauma surgeons. In particular, it studies the relevance of this system for surgical navigation within pedicle screw placement, vertebroplasty, and intramedullary nail locking procedures. The image overlay provides an intuitive interface for surgical guidance with an accuracy of 1 mm, ideally with the use of only one single X-ray image. The new system is smoothly integrated into the clinical application with no additional hardware especially for down-the-beam instrument guidance based on the anteroposterior oblique view, where the instrument axis is aligned with the X-ray source. Throughout all experiments, the camera augmented mobile C-arm system proved to be an intuitive and robust guidance solution for selected clinical routines.
raphy (CT) and fluoroscopic guidance is continuously growing [1] [2] [3] [4] . Considerable effort has been undertaken to optimize the use of CT and C-arm imaging especially in combination with external tracking systems to enable intraoperative navigation [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . These systems crucially change the current procedure and add additional technical complexity. Most of these systems require the fixation of a dynamic reference base (DRB) and involve invasive registration procedures using acquired surface points of the bone in the tracking space. Despite the benefit of more accurate and robust access routes (e.g., [10] [11] [12] for pedicle approach in spinal interventions), their drawback is the additional invasive registration and referencing procedures [13] and the complexity introduced by additional hardware components like an optical infrared tracking system reducing the operating room working space due to the line-of-sight requirement.
One technique for 2-D navigation is the virtual fluoroscopy proposed by Foley et al. [14] . They overcome the limitation that only a single planar fluoroscopic view is available at a given time by combining the C-arm with an external tracking system. They coregister the C-arm and the optical navigation coordinate system, in which the instruments are tracked. This enables the real-time projection of the tracked instruments onto the fluoroscopic images. With biplanar acquisition of X-ray images, ideally in orthogonal position, an advanced 3-D navigation interface can then be provided.
Nowadays, the combined use of mobile C-arms, that are capable of 3-D reconstruction, and a tracking system that provides navigation information during surgery offers advanced three dimensional navigation based on intraoperative reconstructed data [15] . Such solutions, often referred to as registration-free navigation, are commercially available for various trauma and orthopedics surgery applications [16] , [17] . Here, a C-arm system with 3-D reconstruction capability is calibrated and tracked within the same coordinate system as the surgical instruments are tracked in. Thus, the cone beam reconstruction of the C-arm is within the tracking space and is by default coregistered with the tracked instruments. This technique has a considerable advantage over navigation based on preoperative CT data, especially for the deformable organs and when the patient is positioned differently than during CT acquisition. Hayashibe et al. [18] combined the registration free navigation approach with in situ visualization. They use an intraoperative tracked C-arm with reconstruction capabilities and a monitor that is mounted on a swivel arm providing volume rendered views from any arbitrary position.
However, in the surgical workflow, intraoperative 3-D imaging is only possible at distinct points during the intervention, e.g., to visualize the quality of fracture-reduction or to plan and control the position of implants. During 3-D image acquisition no manipulation like drilling or implant positioning is possible, i.e., the different steps of the surgical procedure are still carried out under 2-D fluoroscopic imaging. Thus, radiation exposure to both patient and surgical staff, is often inevitable. In some surgical procedures even the direct exposure of the surgeon's hand cannot be avoided [19] . The applied radiation dose decreased using computer assisted surgery solutions [20] .
In the last decade, the first medical augmented reality (AR) systems, which enhance the direct view of the surgical target with virtual data, were introduced. Exemplary setups and applications for in situ visualization include augmented reality operating microscopes for neurosurgery [21] , [22] , head mounted operating binoculars for maxillofacial surgery [23] , augmentation of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data onto an external camera view for neurosurgery [24] , and systems based on head mounted displays [25] [26] [27] [28] . A system based on a tracked semi-transparent display for in situ augmentation has also been proposed [29] . Sielhorst et al. present an extensive literature review of medical AR in [30] .
Most of the proposed in situ visualization systems augment the view of the surgeon or an external camera with coregistered preoperative data. A few medical AR systems, including CAMC, directly use the intraoperative images for augmentation. Stetten et al. [31] augment the real time image of an ultrasound transducer onto the target anatomy. Their system is called sonic flashlight and it is based on a half silvered mirror and a flat panel miniature monitor mounted in a specific arrangement with respect to the ultrasound plane. Fichtinger et al. [32] proposed a similar arrangement of a half transparent mirror and a monitor rigidly attached to a CT scanner. This system allows for in situ visualization of one 2-D fluoro CT slice in situ. A similar technique was proposed for the in situ visualization of a single MRI slice [33] , however with additional engineering challenges to make it suitable for the MR suite. Leven et al. [34] augment the image of a laparoscopic ultrasound into the image of a laparoscope controlled by the daVinci telemanipulator. Feuerstein et al. [35] augment the freehand laparoscopic view with intraoperative 3-D cone-beam reconstruction data following a registration-free strategy, i.e., tracking C-arm and laparoscope with the same external optical tracking system. Wendler et al. [36] augment the real time image of an ultrasound probe with synchronized functional data obtained by a molecular probe that measures gamma radiation. These systems are based either on 3-D medical imaging modalities or in case of ultrasound and fluoro CT of 2-D slices. In contrast to these, X-ray follows a 2-D projective geometry. Thus its augmentation will be only possible by an image taken by a camera positioned exactly at the center of X-ray projection geometry, i.e., X-ray source position. In [37] and [38] , we proposed to attach an optical video camera to the housing of the gantry of a mobile C-arm. Using a double mirror system and thanks to a calibration procedure performed during the construction of the system, the X-ray and optical images are aligned for all simultaneous acquisitions. If the patient does not move, the X-ray image remains aligned with the video image. This makes the concept quite interesting for medical applications, particularly those who are currently based on continuous X-ray or fluoroscopic imaging. The concept was originally proposed for its use in guiding a needle placement procedure [37] and for X-ray geometric calibration [39] , [40] . Here we demonstrate the feasibility of the re-engineered video augmented mobile C-arm system for distal interlocking of intramedullary implants, vertebroplasty procedures, and pedicle screw placement through a cadaver study.
This paper also describes the setup for the camera augmented mobile C-arm system as well as its associated calibration method. We then present several applications in orthopedics and trauma surgery. The accuracy of the image overlay and radiation dose are also evaluated. An ex vivo experiment was conducted to measure the implant placement accuracy and applied radiation dose within a simulated surgical scenario. The phantom and cadaver experiments demonstrated the clinical relevance and simplicity of the use of camera augmented mobile C-arm system.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The camera augmented mobile C-arm system extends a common intraoperative mobile C-arm by a color video camera (cf. Section II-A and Fig. 1) . A video camera and a double mirror system are constructed such that the X-ray source and the camera optical center virtually coincide (cf. Section II-B3b). To enable an image overlay of the video and X-ray image in real time (cf. Figs. 7 and 8) a homography has to be estimated that maps the X-ray image onto the video image (cf. Section II-B3c) taking the relative position of the X-ray detector implicitly into account (cf. Section II-B2). The mobile C-arm is used in a configuration with the X-ray source above the patient and the bed to ensure the visibility of the patient by the video camera. This is in an upside-down configuration compared to the standard clinical use of mobile C-arms with the X-ray source under the operation table. In such standard use, the X-ray images are left-right flipped so that the images fit the viewpoint of the physician. In order to augmented the camera view, in our case the X-ray images are not flipped. This again fits the viewpoint of the surgeon as the C-arm is upside-down. A nonflipped X-ray image could be misleading for a physician, who is not use to it. However, this flipping effect is easy to get used to by the surgeons thanks to its augmentation on the anatomy. Most of our clinical partners never noticed this flipping in regard to the standard use simply because the superimposition of X-ray on optical images leaves no room for confusion. 
A. System Components
The C-arm used in the initial setup and in the experiments is a Siremobile Iso-C 3-D from Siemens Medical Solutions (Erlangen, Germany), a system that is used in our clinical laboratory for both phantom and cadaver studies. The video camera is the Flea from Point Grey Research, Inc. (Vancouver, BC, Canada). The camera includes a Sony progressive scan CCD, Color with 1024 768 pixel resolution at a frame rate of 30 FPS. The camera is connected via Firewire connection (IEEE-1394) to the visualization computer, which is a standard PC extended by a Falcon framegrabber card from IDS Imaging Development System GmbH (Obersulm, Germany). The construction to mount the camera and the mirrors are custom made within our workshop. Without a mirror construction, it is physically impossible to mount the video camera such that the X-ray source and the camera optical center virtually coincide. The mirror within the X-ray direction has to be X-ray transparent in order not to perturb the X-ray image quality. For the experiments presented in this paper, the camera was attached on the side of the gantry. Another valid and practical option is to attach the camera on the side of the X-ray source in front of its housing. Note that the choice between these two options has no effect on the calibration process or accuracy of the superimposition. We also developed and adopted an interactive touchpad based user interface for visualization and guidance (cf. Section II-C).
B. System Calibration
The calibration procedure has to be performed only once during the initial attachment of the video camera and the double mirror construction to the gantry of the C-arm. It is valid as long as the optical camera and the mirror construction are not moved with respect to the X-ray gantry. The most recent system setup incorporates the rigidly mounted construction into the housing of the C-arm gantry. Furthermore, a combined optical and X-ray marker is introduced to ensure the overlay quality. This quality assurance has to be performed before every operation. During the pilot studies in the operation room, we have to assess the quality and validity of the one-time calibration throughout the lifecycle of the system. The geometric models of optical and X-ray imaging will be shortly introduced followed by the calibration routine composed of distortion correction, physical attachment of the video camera, and estimation of the homography.
1) Model of Optical Cameras:
Optical cameras, especially CCD cameras, are in general modeled as a pinhole camera. The camera model describes the mapping between 3-D object points and their corresponding 2-D image points using a central projection. The model in general is represented by an image plane and a camera center [cf. Fig. 3(a) ]. The lens and the CCD sensor are in general in the same housing. This creates a fixed relationship between image plane and optical center. The projection geometry is commonly represented by with the projection matrix, the object point in 3-D and its corresponding point in the image in projective space [41] , [42] .
2) Model of X-Ray Imaging: The X-ray imaging is generally modeled as a point source with rays going through the object and imaged by the detector plane [cf. Fig. 3(b) ]. X-ray geometry is often modeled using the same formulation as the optical video camera and with the same set of tools of projective geometry. However, in contrast to the optical camera model, the X-ray source and the detector plane are not rigidly constructed within one housing. Therefore, the X-ray source and the detector plane have geometric nonidealities caused by bending of the C-arm. Compensation for changes in the relative position and orientation between X-ray source and detector plane can be accomplished using a method based on the definition of a virtual detector plane [43] . This method consists of imaging markers located on the X-ray housing near the X-ray source and imaged on the borders of detector plane. The warping of these points to fixed virtual positions, often defined by a reference image, guarantees fixed intrinsic parameters, i.e., source-to-detector, image center, pixel size and aspect ratio. The new 3-D C-arms have more stable rotational movements and allow us to compute the required warping to the virtual detector during an offline calibration procedure.
3) Three
Step Calibration Procedure: The system calibration procedure is described and executed in three consecutive steps. a)
Step 1: Distortion Correction: Both the optical video camera and the X-ray imaging have distortions. The optical camera distortion is estimated and corrected using standard computer vision methods. We use a nonlinear radial distortion model and precompute a lookup table for fast distortion Fig. 4 . Video camera has to be attached such that its optical camera center virtually coincides with the X-ray image source.
correction [44] . The radial lens distortion of the video camera is modeled by with the undistorted point on the image, the distorted one, and a polynomial function of the distortion coefficients . The distortion coefficients are computed using well-known calibration techniques using a calibration pattern with known 3-D geometry [45] , [46] . The X-ray geometric distortion depends on the orientation of the mobile C-arm with regard to the earth's magnetic field, thus is dependent on angular, orbital and wig-wag (room orientation) angles. For precise distortion correction, the C-arm has to be calibrated for every orientation. Look up tables provided by the vendor correct for the geometrical X-ray distortion for most common poses of the C-arm. For C-arms with solid-state detectors instead of X-ray image intensifiers, distortion is a minor problem and is often taken into account by system providers. b)
Step 2: Alignment of X-Ray Source and Camera Optical Center: The next step after the distortion correction consists of the positioning of the camera such that its optical center coincides with the X-ray source. This is achieved if a minimum of two undistorted rays, both optical and X-ray, pass through two pairs of markers located on two different planes (cf. Fig. 4 ). For one of the modalities, e.g., X-ray, this is simply done by positioning two markers on one plane and then positioning two others on the second plane such that their images coincide. This guarantees that the rays going through the corresponding markers on the two planes intersect at the projection center, e.g., X-ray source. Due to parallax, the second modality will not view the pairs of markers as aligned unless its projection center, e.g., camera center, is also at the intersection of the two rays defined by the two pairs of markers.
In practice, this alignment is achieved by mounting the camera using a double mirror construction (cf. Fig. 2 ) with the support of a visual transparent bi-planar calibration phantom (cf. Fig. 6 ). Our calibration phantom consists of five X-ray and optically visible markers on two transparent planes. The phantom is placed on the image intensifier of the C-arm. The markers on the far plane are rigidly attached spherical CT markers with 4 mm diameter (CT-SPOTS, Beekley Corporation, Bristol, CT). The markers on the near plane are aluminum rings that are moved such that they are pairwise overlaid with their spherical counterparts on the far plane in the X-ray image. In order to align all markers a series of X-ray images are acquired while moving the ring markers on the upper plane (cf. Fig. 5 ). Once all markers are aligned in the X-ray image, the optical video camera is attached such that all markers are also overlaid in the video image. The calibration phantom and the C-arm must not move until the final placement of the video camera is confirmed, i.e., the centers of all spherical markers are projected exactly in the center of the ring markers in the video image. Since this calibration step is a one time procedure during manufacturing of the device, a manual procedure for the research prototype is an acceptable solution. For a final assembly of the CAMC unit an algorithm enabling automatic extraction and visual servoing of the marker points and an apparatus for the placement in its optimal position could be realized with some additional engineering efforts. c)
Step 3: Homography Estimation for Image Overlay: After successful alignment of X-ray source and camera optical center, to enable an overlay of the images acquired by the X-ray device and video camera, a homography is estimated. This homography is computed by a minimum of four corresponding points simultaneously detected in video and X-ray images such that with the 2-D point in the video image and the corresponding point in the X-ray image [41] . The computed homography compensates for differences both in intrinsic parameters and in orientation of the principle axis of projections (assuming that the position of the centers is previously aligned). Without loss of generality, any two projection matrices sharing the same projection center could be represented by and with the projection matrices, Fig. 7 . Visualization of the image overlay system for dorsal spinal interventions. Four pedicle screws were placed with the system. The red crosshair defines one entry point for the awl or drill.
the camera matrices and the relative orientation between the two cameras (direction of the principal axis). We have , and the homography we are estimating is , taking care of both changes in intrinsic parameters and extrinsic parameters. This is of course the case only for extrinsic parameters of two imaging devices which share the same projection center.
In practice, we implemented the estimation of a homography , with being the image of the video camera and being the X-ray image in order to superimpose the X-ray image onto the video image. Any point of the X-ray image can thus be wrapped to its corresponding point on the video image by . Within our application, we select four corresponding points in the video image and in the X-ray image interactively with the support of a subpixel accurate blob extraction algorithm. A semi-automatic establishment of the corresponding points is fine since the calibration has to be performed only once after the attachment of the video camera and the double mirror construction to the gantry and it is valid for a long time. The homography is computed by solving the linear equations system with the QR-Decomposition based on eight equations resulting from four corresponding points. In the most recent version, we use up to 16 points for the estimation of homography using DLT. The resulting matrix can be visually validated using the resulting image overlay (cf. Fig. 8 ). As long as the video camera and the mirror construction is not moved with respect to the X-ray source, the calibration remains valid. The camera and mirror will be designed to remain inside the housing of the mobile C-arm and thus not be exposed to external forces, which could modify the rigid arrangement. This means that the physical alignment and the estimation of the homography have to be performed only once during construction of the device. An evaluation of the calibration accuracy was performed and is discussed in Section IV.
C. User Interface for Visualization and Navigation
The navigation software and user interface was developed in C++ based on our medical augmented reality framework (CAMPAR) [47] that is capable of temporal calibration and synchronization of various input signals (e.g., image and tracking data). The basic user interface allows an overlay of the X-ray onto the video image (cf. Figs. 7 and 8 ). Using standard mouse or touchscreen interaction a blending between fully opaque and fully transparent X-ray and the video image is possible. Once the down-the-beam position is identified, i.e., the direction of insertion is exactly in the direction of the radiation beam, an entry point can be identified in the X-ray image, which is directly visualized into the video image. The real time image overlay allows the surgeon to easily cut the skin for the instrumentation at the right location. It then provides the surgeon with direct feedback during the placement of the surgical instrument (e.g., guiding wire, awl, or drilling device) into the deep-seated target anatomy defined within the overlayed X-ray image (cf. Figs. 7 and 8 ). This comes without additional radiation for the patient and physician.
The image overlay is visualized on a standard monitor. This basic user interface was extended by a touchscreen monitor allowing easy interaction during the procedure. The touchscreen monitor can be covered and used in a sterile environment. A modular implementation allows a fast integration of workflow adopted visualization concepts [48] and control modules in order to extend system capabilities and customize the user interface. The current system setup requires only a limited user interaction for the calibration, the definition of entry point, and the control of blending factor of the X-ray overlay.
III. CLINICAL APPLICATIONS
There is a wide range of potential clinical applications for the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. For procedures that are currently based on the intraoperative usage of mobile C-arms the new system can be integrated into the clinical procedure, since no additional hardware has to be set up and no time consuming on-site calibration or registration has to be performed before and during the procedure.
One requirement for the smooth integration of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system for needle placement and drilling applications is to position the C-arm in the so called down-the-beam position, i.e., that the direction of insertion is exactly in the direction of the radiation beam. After positioning the C-arm, the entry point has to be defined in the X-ray image. The entry point has to match the axis of the instrument during the insertion and is thus based on the exact down-the-beam position of the C-arm and precise alignment of the instrument. The entry point is visualized also in the video image since the X-ray is coregistered with the video image by construction. Thus, the skin incision, the instrument tip alignment and the instrument axis alignment, i.e., to bring the instrument exactly in the down-the-beam position, can be done under video or fused video/X-ray control (cf. Fig. 9) . Ideally, the entire insertion process is performed using only one single X-ray image. To control the insertion depth additional lateral X-ray images are routinely acquired.
To ensure a valid overlay of X-ray and video image, we attached markers that are simultaneously visible in both modalities. These markers can detect any miscalibration, if acquired X-ray image does not correctly overlay the video image. Furthermore, the markers are able to detect any patient or C-arm motion during usage of the system. The detection is sensitive to motions above 1 mm (cf. evaluation in Section IV-A2).
A. Interlocking of Intramedullary Nails
The procedure for distal interlocking of intramedullary nails can be difficult and time consuming. Several guiding techniques and devices have been proposed to aid the guiding of the distal holes [49] . Many techniques, especially the free hand techniques without the use of targeting apparatus expose the patient, surgeon and operation team to high doses of ionizing radiation. The camera augmented mobile C-arm can support the targeting of the distal holes and the locking procedure resulting in a considerable reduction of radiation dose. The C-arm is moved to the usual down-the-beam position. The fused image of X-ray and video then provides guidance for placement of the interlocking nail drilling, as well as screw insertion (cf. Fig. 12 ). The depth can be controlled by direct haptic feedback. The surgeon can feel the difference between drilling in bone and soft tissue. A lateral X-ray image is not required during this procedure since the depth control is of no clinical importance in this application.
B. Percutaneous Spinal Interventions (Pedicle Approach)
The pedicle approach for minimally invasive spinal interventions remains a challenging task even after a decade of image guided surgery. This has led to the development of a variety of computer aided techniques for dorsal pedicle interventions in the lumbar and thoracic spine [50] , [7] , [17] . Basic techniques use anatomical descriptions of the entry point and typical directions of the pedicle screws in conjunction with static X-ray control after instrumentation under intraoperative 2-D fluoroscopic control. Advanced techniques use CT-Fluoro, CT, 2-D or 3-D C-arm based navigation solutions.
The camera augmented mobile C-arm system can support the placement of the pedicle screws by means of an advanced visualization interface merging the real time video image and co-registered X-ray image. The only constraint for a proper use of the advanced visualization system is the down the beam positioning of the C-arm with respect to the pedicle of interest. The guidance procedure consists thus in the alignment of the instrument (e.g., k-wire) at the entry point (two degrees of freedom within the image plane) and then aligning the instrument within Fused video and X-ray image during an intramedullary nail locking of the camera augmented mobile C-arm system provides a guidance interface ideally using only one X-ray image.
the viewing direction (two degrees of freedom for the axis orientation). Commonly used surgical instruments need minor modifications in order to make the axis of the instrument better visible within the camera view.
IV. EVALUATION
For the evaluation of the designed and implemented camera augmented mobile C-arm system for instrument placement, we performed a series of experiments. The first set of experiments evaluates the technical accuracy of the system in terms of overlay and measures the radiation dose. The second set of experiments evaluates the feasibility of the navigation aid for clinical applications in terms of accuracy for the instrument guidance, X-ray radiation dose and success in task completion through phantom and cadaver studies.
A. Technical System Evaluation 1) System Accuracy Evaluation:
In order to evaluate the calibration accuracy and thus the accuracy of the image overlay for the instrument guidance, we designed the following experiment to measure the influence of the orbital and angular rotation on the overlay accuracy. A pattern that is in general used for geometrical X-ray calibration and distortion measurement is attached to the image intensifier (cf. Fig. 10 ). The markers on the pattern are visible in both X-ray and video images (cf. Fig. 10 ) at the same time. The centroids of the markers are extracted in both images with subpixel accuracy and used to compute the distance between corresponding point pairs. The markers in the video and X-ray image are detected using a template matching algorithm. The centroids are computed using an intensity weighted algorithm. The distances between the centroids in the video image and transformed X-ray image is computed in subpixel accuracy for all detected points in both images. The camera positioning and calibration step was performed three times. The mean error of the control points was pixels with a maximum error of 5.02 pixels. On the image plane of the calibration pattern three pixels correspond to 1 mm, thus the mean error is approximately 0.5 mm on the plane of the calibration pattern. See Table I for details on the calibration accuracy.
The same experiment with the attached calibration phantom was also conducted with different angular and orbital rotations. In all angular and orbital poses, we analyzed the overlay accuracy with and without a per-pose estimation of the homography based on four optical and X-ray visible markers. Table II  presents the measurement errors for orbital rotations and  Table III for angular rotations, respectively. The mean overlay error was found to be constant during orbital and angular rotation of the C-arm, if a re-estimation of the homography is performed at the specific C-arm position. In the cases where the homography was not re-estimated, i.e., the homography was estimated in the original position of the C-arm with no orbital and angular rotation and applied for other poses of the C-arm, the mean error of the points increase with an increase in the rotation angle. The experiments confirm that a per-pose re-estimation of the homography results in an accurate image overlay. Building a clinical solution, one could easily ensure the correct per-pose re-estimation of the required parameters for the planar transformation between the images. Therefore, the results of Table III could be considered as reference.
2) Evaluation of Marker Tracking Accuracy:
In addition to the overlay accuracy, we have also assessed the accuracy of marker detection. An experiment was designed in which we moved the marker on a submillimeter accurate mechanical device and computed the deviation of the overlaid marker. For this experiment, the mechanical device was rigidly attached to the detector plane and moved in 0.5 mm steps. Table IV shows the results of this experiment. The results suggest that a motion of 1 mm and more can be detected. The threshold to notify the surgeon about a non valid overlay was set to 1.5 pixel according to this and the previous experiment on overlay accuracy.
3) Radiation Dose Evaluation: Radiation dose considerations with various C-arm positions and orientations are well studied in literature [51] . The under the table positioning of X-ray source is generally recommended in order to reduce scattered radiation to the surgeon's head and neck. It is however important to notice that all C-arm systems have been carefully evaluated by relevant authorities and certified for their use in all configurations. In routine surgeries over the table and lateral positions of the C-arm are also used according to the anatomic target of interest, clinical application and surgical preferences. When using the CAMC for the clinical applications discussed in this paper, the X-ray is positioned over the table, however thanks to the use of the coregistered optical images the overall number of X-ray acquisitions are dramatically reduced and therefore the overall radiation dose to both patient and clinical staff is expected to be considerably reduced. It is also important to make sure that the addition of the mirror construction does not affect the X-ray image quality. Within our setup, the C-arm system was modified by a mirror construction between the X-ray source and image intensifier (detector). Initially, there was no loss of X-ray image quality recognized by the surgeons after the attachment of the mirror construction. However, to quantify this absorbtion of radiation, we assessed the radiation dose with and without the attached mirror construction. We used the external radiation dose measurement device Unfors Xi from Unfors Instruments GmbH (Ulm, Germany). The measured radiation dose on the detector plane with the mirror was in average 38% lower than its corresponding value without the mirror construction on the path of the X-ray beam. This was assessed with tube voltage 64 kv, 70 kv, and 77 kv. Within our final setup, the C-arm X-ray beam was internally adjusted such that the applied radiation dose at the detector plan did not change after attaching the mirrors. Thus the absorption of the mirror construction was compensated for. The mirror homogeneously covers the radiation beam. Thus, there is no impact on the image quality of the final X-ray image.
The objective of a further test for assessing the radiation dose was to measure the applied radiation dose of the camera augmented mobile C-arm with the X-ray source above the patient. Within different setups of the radiation measurement device attached to the image intensifier with and without the patient bed, as well as the radiation measurement device attached to the bed, all measurements with the same tube voltage 64 kV, we measured different radiation doses. As the distance to the X-ray source increases the radiation dose reduces considerably. Furthermore, the table absorbs around 30% of the radiation dose. Within real patient setups, this has to be assessed considering that with the camera augmented mobile C-arm system the table is not absorbing any radiation before it is delivered to the patient, but the distance to the X-ray source is slightly increased. In the first configuration, the patient bed is removed and we measure the radiation received directly on the image intensifier to be 22
Gy. In the second configuration, the measurement device remains at its position on the image intensifier while the bed is positioned between the X-ray source and image intensifier. The dose was measured to be 15 Gy. In the third configuration, where the bed remains in the last position while the measurement device is moved on the top of the bed, the measured dose was 31 Gy. This approximately measures the radiation dose to be received by the patient. In addition, several radiation measurements were done using the external dose-area product measurement device to ensure the safety of the surgical team. Note that the housing is covered with lead foil to reduce the scattered radiation of the mirror construction on the head and eye level of the operating team. Within all measurements that were made outside the direct radiation beam for both configurations, in which the source is above and under the bed, no measurable radiation could be detected. Scattered radiation of the patient was ignored throughout all experiments and has to be validated through initial clinical trials. The local protection radiation authorities approved the upside-down configuration for its usage in the OR within the described experiments.
B. Preclinical Evaluation 1) Cadaver Studies for Interlocking of Intramedullary Nails:
We performed a cadaver study for the interlocking of intramedullary nails. Commonly used surgical instruments needed modifications in order to better identify the axis of the instruments under video-control in the down-the-beam position. Updated fluoroscopic images could be obtained at any time during the intervention. The surgical procedure was not compromised compared to fluoroscopic guided intramedullary nail locking and the user-interface provided intuitive control of the nail insertion. The procedure performed with the camera augmented mobile C-arm showed advantages over standard C-arm based interlocking techniques (cf. Fig. 12) . A maximum of two X-ray images were required for placing a interlocking screw. The camera augmented mobile C-arm system provided a rich opto-X-ray view for positioning and orientation of the drilling device. Drill-hole identification was possible in all cases.
2) Cadaver Studies for Pedicle Screw Placement: Together with our surgical partner, we performed two cadaver studies in different levels of the lumbar and thoracic spine using a percutaneous pedicle approach. We evaluated the placement of the screws by a postinterventional CT and the dissection of the placed pedicle. The entry point was defined in the X-ray image and the placement of the tool-tip and its alignment was carried out under video-control. After the alignment of the tool axis in the down-the beam position, the insertion was performed [cf. Fig. 13(a) ]. If additional X-ray and video opaque markers did not coincide in video and X-ray images, the patient had moved and therefore we acquired an additional X-ray image that was by construction coregistered with the video image. Modified instruments were required in order to better identify the instrument axis [cf. Fig. 13(b) ]. The experiments showed that the camera augmented mobile C-arm system provides a reliable and robust two dimensional visualization for guided pedicle screw insertion. The one time calibration was stable during the whole series of both experiments even if it is not yet perfectly shielded against exposure to external forces in our laboratory setup. During spinal interventions through the pedicle, a maximum of three X-ray images were required for the instrument insertion. This presents a reduction compared to standard C-arm based procedures. The study showed that we were close to the theoretical value of only one single X-ray image for the pedicle screw placement procedure. However, new X-ray images were acquired during the procedure for updating the intervention in terms of patient movement and implant placement control by direct imaging. The radiation time and dose was considered to be less compared to the same procedure only guided by a C-arm system. Pedicle identification and needle insertion was possible in all cases.
3) Simulated Procedure for Vertebroplasty: For a structured preclinical evaluation, we designed a series of experiments to analyze the duration and radiation time of the proposed procedure as well as the placement accuracy of the instrumentation. Therefore, we embedded five spine phantoms (T10-T12 and L1-L5) within a foam cover [cf. Fig. 14(a) ]. Using these phantoms we simulated the complete process for vertebroplasty [52] on the first lumbar vertebra (L1) as target anatomy. The anatomy of the L1 in the phantom was identical in all cases. There was also no variation in the anatomy of the vertebra. We defined the entry point and inserted the cannula for cement filling using the camera augmented mobile C-arm system. We measured the overall duration, the overall radiation dose, as well as the required duration and dose for the system setup, the guided instrument insertion and the cement filling of the vertebra.
The procedure requires the insertion of a guiding wire and filling cannula through the pedicle of the vertebra, similar to the access route described for pedicle screw placement in the cadaver studies in the previous Section IV-B2
Within our experiments three out of five needles were perfectly positioned, i.e., in central position through the pedicle of the L1 (classification group A according to Arand et al. [53] ). Within the other two experiments the access path showed medial perforation (classification group B and C) according to Arand et al. [53] ). The observation of the videos recorded by our workflow analysis tool of these two experiments showed an undetected motion of the phantom. The automatic detection of displacement by markers that are simultaneously visible in the video camera and X-ray image generates a feedback to the surgeon in order to correct the situation by simply taking a new X-ray image. This has been already implemented and used to detect relative patient/C-arm movement greater than 1 mm, which will result in a detectable misalignment of the overlaid images, see experimental results presented in Section IV-A2.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We presented an advanced imaging system that extends a mobile C-arm by an optical video camera and a double mirror construction. We propose and evaluate various applications for orthopedics and trauma surgery that benefit from the new system. Within orthopedics and trauma surgery procedures, image guidance by mobile C-arm is a standard task in everyday clinical routine. CAMC allows the surgeon to have at least the same performance he/she has under traditional fluoroscopic control without introduction of additional devices, e.g., external tracking systems, or extra operative tasks. After the camera attachment and joint X-ray optical calibration procedure, all taken X-ray images are by default coregistered with the video image and the system provides thus an advanced visualization for down-the-beam instrumentation, ideally with the acquisition of only one single X-ray image.
We performed a technical system analysis in terms of image overlay accuracy. From the conducted experiments we can conclude, that a per-pose estimation of the X-ray and optical images is required to achieve sufficient image overlay accuracy. We use the Direct Linear Transform (DLT) method to estimate the homography using once 4 and then 12 point correspondences. We then tested the overlay accuracy using the remaining four markers, which were not used for homography estimation. We repeated the same experience selecting different subsets of points. The use of 12 markers instead of 4 only decreased the average error of the image overlay from 1.05 mm to 0.92 mm with comparable standard deviations of 0.52 mm and 0.49 mm. This is most probably due to the high precision with which, we can detect the markers in our calibration setup. The new generation of C-arms have encoded the projection matrices for every orientation of the C-arm e.g., for reconstruction purposes. For the clinical applicability, the homography can be encoded in addition to the projection matrices. Sterilizable X-ray/video visible marker patterns attached to the patients surface within the X-ray scan area can be used for an additional conformity test and/or recalibration of the homography.
The clinical feasibility and accuracy of implant placement was evaluated through different cadaver studies and simulated procedures on phantoms for different clinical applications. We added a real-time detection of combined Opto-X-ray markers in the surgical scene to detect patient or C-arm motion. Thus the system will inform the surgeon about any misalignment, which will result in the acquisition of just one additional X-ray image. Intramedullary nail locking is a very promising application since there is only a requirement for the lateral positioning of the instrument to target the interlocking hole, but no requirement for image guidance of the insertion depth. The physician defines the insertion depth thanks to haptic feedback using the difference in the force feedback between bone and soft tissue during the drilling and screwing process. Another evaluated application was the pedicle approach in the spine. This included pedicle screw placement and vertebroplasty procedures. Both applications show promising results. Previously presented application domains for the camera augmented mobile C-arm, which are not discussed here are needle placement [54] , [37] , X-ray geometric calibration [40] , and positioning and repositioning of C-arm based on visual servoing [55] .
As the camera augmented mobile C-arm system is integrated into the mobile C-arm, no extra hardware like external tracking cameras or additional monitors are needed. Surgery can start instantly without any delay caused by calibration of tools or patient registration. The hardware-modifications in this guidance prototype lead to a slightly reduced distance between the housing of the radiation source and image intensifier (around 6 cm) and the C-arm has to be used in upside-down configuration. The slightly shorter working volume could be a limitation for applications in the shoulder and hip region, since in these applications large rotational orbit is desired which in turn requires a larger free space within the gantry. A lead shielding of the housing of the camera and mirror setup guarantees that there is no measurable additional radiation for the surgeon and surgical staff. With the new generation of C-arms based on flat panel technology instead of image intensifier, the current limitations of reduced distance between source and detector and the need for geometric distortion are both alleviated.
The integrated camera augmented mobile C-arm system has high potential to be introduced in everyday surgical routine, reduce the currently applied high radiation dose, and augment the surgeon's vision of the operation situs.
